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Love haunted old mansions and things that go bump in the night? You'll love this quirky collection of

ghost stories and murder mysteries!CONTENT RATING - Mild to PG-13 - minimal violence and mild

language, but there are some (mostly humorous) references to adult themes. Included in this limited

time, bargain-price Kindle Unlimited anthology:Date With a Ghost in ColoradoSamantha Torres has

come to Owl Bend, Colorado to forget her painful past. But trouble has followed her, and now she's

haunted by a ghost no one else can see.Wisteria WitchesZara Riddle moves to the town of Wisteria

for a dream job as a librarian. She hasn't even unpacked her moving boxes when she and her teen

daughter, Zoey, are swept up in a murder mystery. With all the ghosts around, it's a good thing the

Riddle women are tougher than they look. About Last NightA delivery driver is hired to help a ghost

hunter solve the mystery behind a haunted farmhouse. He discovers secrets about himself as well

as a new career.Bring on the PoltergeistsHunting more ghosts? Bring it on! Armed with strange

technology, our intrepid ghost hunters take on another case and discover new ways to get in

trouble.Call of the WildSomething's happening in the neighborhood. Calls about hauntings are

centered around one house in particular, and its strange inhabitant wants to tag along with the ghost

hunters.SpiritdellZan West appears to be a regular teenaged boy, but he's got a very strange

magical power that keeps him from getting a girlfriend.Return to SpiritdellZan West's strange

powers are always getting him into trouble, and this time he's being asked to solve a murder.

Ghosts and crows and secret books are everywhere!
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I felt a bit cheated by this anthology of seven ghost-themed mysteries when it turned out that there

were actually only four authors represented. Three books were written by one author; two by

another. I usually purchase an anthology so that I can become acquainted with several new authors

from whom I might like to read more. That being said, the first two books were very enjoyable --

ghost-themed mysteries, one slightly more intense than the other. My favorite was Wisteria Witches,

which might be best described as Gilmore Girls Meets Sookie Stackhouse. Humorous and great

fun. I began the third book and found that it seemed to me more like light science fiction; I didn't

finish it after a couple of chapters. Having read just a page of the sixth book, I gave it up, too.

The first story and the third, fourth and fifth were in the previous anthology I read, 'Ghost mysteries

and sassy witches'. The last two were new but they were really one story divided into two books. TA

books and not very interesting.

Really enjoyed the first two books in this anthology Date With A Ghost In Colorado and Wisteria

Witches. When I think of haunted house mysteries these are the type of books I think of. The next

three books in the anthology About Last Night, Bring On The Poltergeists and Call of The Wild

would fit better in an anthology of science fiction books. I was going to skip them after reading some

of the other reviews but decided to give them a try. Book one was difficult to get into I didn't like the

main characters a wimpy guy living with a physically and verbally abusive girlfriend. Not a book I

was enjoying but I kept going telling myself "if this book doesn't get better soon I'm done". Suprise!

It finally did get better and by the end I couldn't wait to read book two. In book two our wimpy hero

remains a wimp but for some unknown reason the abusive girlfriend has a total personality change

and becomes nice. I kept thinking maybe she was taken over by one of the poltergeists but this

turned out not to be the case. I haven't read the last two books yet. From reading other reviews they

seem to be aimed at the YA reader and from the introduction the books are similar to Buffy The

Vampire Slayer. I'm sure I will start them sometime soon but for now taking a break and reading

something nonfiction.



I thought the first story, Date with a Ghost in Colorado was by far the best. It was dark, creepy and

suspenseful, with a wonderful twist I didn't see coming. The Wisteria Witches were okay, but a little

too cute for my tastes. The next three were Ghost Hackers #1, 2 and 3. They are set in an alternate

future, and over the three stories they send spirits back to their dimension, and eventually find the

portal and stop the evil plot. I'm glad I continued and read all three books, because the mystery isn't

solved until the last book. I couldn't read the Spiritdell books, so I can't make any comment on

those.

I enjoyed the first two books in this collection. But I found the last installments (Spindell story) , very

convoluted. It reminded me of stories that you would find in an Outer Limits show! It was well

written, but not my cup of tea. It was more of a tween story and finding out about powers that a

person did not know they had. Very confusing, but good characters and writing. Hopefully, others

will enjoy this collection because it really was not too bad!!

I was not impressed with this book the stories were not compelling enough to keep me interested I

found I was looking interest in the stories because of the characters were not drawing me into the

stories. They were slow to get your attention

I have to say that only one of this set of novels got to me, "Wisteria Witches" was the one. Not only

was it a full novel, but I hope that this book spawned a series. I was sorry that the authors were not

listed with their works.

I have read only the first story, Date With a Ghost in Coloradio. I was very surprised and pleased

with this story. Totally did not expect the the different way the story played out. I really enjoyed the

ending.
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